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ABSTRACT 
A stu d wa. conduct d at th J l Propulsion Laboratory to d fine the 
power pr oc ss ing equipm e nt r quired between a thermionic reactor and an 
arra o f m r ury-i on thrust rs for a nuclear e le c tric propulsion system. 
A ne\\ oncept of lectri c power processing that can satisfy all the guide-
lin sand r equirern nts imposed by the the rmionic-fue l-elem nt power 
sou rc and all the user loads has b en proposed and evaluated. 
Ob se rvations and r e commendations that resulted from this study we re: 
(1) the preferred thermionic-fue l-element source voltages are 23 V or 
hi her; (2) transist:or characteristics exert a strong effect on power 
processo r mass; (3) the power processor mass could be considerably 
red~ced should the magnetic materials that exhibit low losses at high fre-
quencies, that have a high Curie point, and that can operate at 15 to 20 kG 
become available; (4) electrical component packaging on the radiator could 
reduce the area that is sensiti ve to meteoroid penetration, thereby reducing 
the meteoroid shielding mass requirement; (5) an exoerimental model of the 
POW( ,. processor design should be built and tested to verify the efficiencies, 
maS t es, and aU the automatic operational aspects of the design. 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-618 
1. SCOPE OF TH E STUD Y 
A. Introduction 
A study was c onducted at JPL to d e fin th e po - r proc S6 ing quipm n t 
required to link a thermionic r e actor and an array o f m e r ur y -i o n thru s t e r s 
of a nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) system. The "Flashlig ht" the rmionic 
reactor, under development by Gulf Gen e ral Atomic fo r the Atomic Ene rgy 
Commission, was used as a basis for this study. E ac h the rmionic pow er 
source consists of a certain number of thermionic fu e l e l e m e nts (TFE s ), in 
a series-parallel confi guration, that supply the e lectri c al power to the power 
processing equipment. Each TFE gene r a tes approximate ly 1 kW at 4 Vdc. 
The study had two basic objective s: first, to identify a power process-
ing e quipment configuration that satisfies the general requirements of the 
NEP spacecraft and, second, to identify and parametri "a ny study the desi g n 
that offers the minimum subsystem mass. The paramet ri c study was 
accomplished by means of a computer programmt: d to define the impact of 
environment al conditions on the subsystem mass. It i ncluded a calculation 
of the mass of components and structure over a range of inverter frequencies, 
a d e termination of electrical efficiencies of the power processor with 
different input voltages, and identification of critical problem areas and 
ma jo r mass and pe rformance penalties. 
B. Requi rements 
The gene ral requirements were defined as follows: 
(1) The solar electric power conditioning technology will be 
used, wherever feasible, to !l1inimize development cost. 
(2) Load sharing by all TFE sources for all elec.trical powe r 
loads must be ensured. 
(3) The power processing equipment must be capable of operating 
at 50% of input voltage. This is required to accommodate 
partial power operation, partial sou .rce failures, and position-
dependent variations in source power voltage levels. 
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(4) The conceptual d sign of th power processor must be compatible 
\\ ith the th rmionic reactor cont rol scheme, which calls for 
m a intaining a onstant us r load voltage with varying powe r 
d e mands and varying input voltages. 
(5) The TFE sources must be isolated from thruster ar ing. 
(6 ) Sin le-p int failures shall be eliminated. Una voidable singl -
point failu r e mod s shall b analyzed and steps taken to assure 
an acc(>ptable reliability. 
(7) A 20% r dundancy in all TFE-unit sources, in.·",; -ter modules, 
power condition rs, and thrusters \\ill b e pl'ovided. This 
requirement may be r vised followin reliahility dtudies to 
determine the ad quacy and/or necessity of that redundancy. 
A block diagram of the selected NEP baseline power processing c on-
_ d~ uration is s hown 1.1 Fig. 1. The power subsystem is modular, and con-
~ ists of a number of thermionic powe r sources electrically connected to the 
ame number of power inverters , which step up a low-output dc voltage of 
tl e sou rce to a high ac volta e of the bus. The high- voltage ac distribution 
~us feeds the electric al power to the various users. Power could also be 
distributed in the for.m of dc; this report, however, is limited to a study 
of the ac concept only. Each user employs a power conditioner (PC) t o 
condition the ac powe r to meet the needs. 
C. DesL n VariabLs 
To ~in an insight into how the ove rall power subsystem's mass is 
affected by the environmental conditions that prevail, by the type of TF:Jt ! 
source that is employed, and by the critical electrical parameters of 
concern, a seri e s of designs was performed. 
The radiator mass was calculated for three environmental conditions: 
first, radiator surface temperature; second, space temperature; third, 
inclusion or exclusion of meteoroid protection. Table 1 lists eight variants 
that were individually studied. Because the spacecraft designer is inter-
ested in knowing what penalty in mass has to be paid for a corresponding 
gain in reliability, two radiator surface temperatures were considered: 
50 DC and 100 DC, the latter corresponding to the semiconductor junction 
temperatures approximately 25 DC highe r than the forme r . Effecti ve sink 
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t ~ mp ratur s fI 50Kand250I<\ ·re u s dfo r sizi ngth r ani t r 
(Appendix B ); th p ar mis ion-av r aged si nk temp r atu r ' s h t m i ght b 
n 'ount r d on a typica l g oc ntri c a n,d out e r-planet s pa m i s . io n (R f. I ) . 
1'h i n ' lu siol1 o r x lusi o n of the meteu r oid pr o t ection 'vas mission 
d p nd f' nt: for missions w pe re spac c raft had t o pen trate th o, aste r oid 
b It , such protectio.l would mcst lik ly be required . For furth r details, 
App >ndix B. 
1'h TFE source characteristics also impact upon the mass of the 
P O \ e r in ve rter. Three diffe rent source voltap.es we n '! selected for study 
(Table 2) : V, 23 V, anti -1-0 V. To id e ntify the design that offers the 
minimum powe r subsystem mass, the carrier frequency at " hich the powe r 
in ert rs operate was varied from 1 to 15 kH~. The densit y ('I f the magnetic 
flux in th transformer P e rn-; alloy-corcs was not allowed to ex eed 
. 5 kG, he reas the current density in the transformer coils was kept 
belo 2500 A/in. 2; any desi gn for which either ot these two conditions 
not met was rej e cted and another design using a large r size corr was 
performed. 
II. CONFIGURATION 
A. General 
as 
For the purpose of this study, the power subsY l> tem consisted of the 
thermionic pV'1Jer sources and power inverters, w hereas the thrust sub-
system consistei of power conditioners and ion thrust~rs. The power 
inverters and power conditioners combined are referred to as the power 
processor. The following power requirements were assumed: 
(I) PC input power, 120 kW. 
(2) All other pow e r and spacecraft power , 8.0 kW. 
The total power at the high-voltage ac bus, therefore, amounted to 128 kW 
(Fig. 2). 
A modular approach W e 3 used with a number of power source!! operating 
in parallel. Table 2 presents a description of the power sources considered. 
The total number (N) of TFE-sou>:'ce/inverter modules required for 120 k We 
for different typ~s of thermionic power sources is listed in Table 3 . 
L Technical Memorandum 33 -618 3 
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1 h ;10\. r inv rt r a nd th ' thl·U t u b st m p \\' r cond iti one r 
\\"r link d by thr -phas , ac distribution bus , T h· \' !tag ~ of this bu' 
\\' ma i n ta i n ~~ con~tnnt a nd ind p nd nt of th · r.o nfi ur a tio n of th sou rc e , 
T h · pow r r quir cd for th er ft ar.d th hou sck ping loa d s in th 
po\-\ r uh ys t rn as a ls o supplie d f.-om thi " d C distributi n bus . Losses 
i n th Po \ r in\! rt c r s a nd di tribution \ re calc ula t d to b appro x im a t e ly 
5 to % ( c ub section III- n , be la ). 
R . P '.\' r C o nditione rs 
Th po,", r r equirem nts o f a si n 1 m r u''',' - i n th ru t'r p r a tir. g 
t 1 = .. 10 0 0 fo r '- I a r - I e c t r j e pro pu 1 si n a r p r n t din T ab 1 4 . 
s 
Th i s t ab l e hac: b n d rived fr om th I· quir m nt s o f th s i a l" e l I' ri c 
pr pu l i n t eh nOl O y (R fs. 2 a nd 3) a nd r pres nt th b st timat 
pr ntl yavail abl. On this basi, the P C e ffici ncy \Va d ri d as : 
5200 
'1 = 52 00 + 2 7 5 .4 
Th thr " t r b am pow r , whiel; :'e n rates the thrust, amount e d to 4 k W 
whi l e the thrust r auxi l i.a r y pov,: r " (10 loads) e qualed approxinlately 1. 2 kW. 
1nitia11 ). 22 thru ter-PC sets e r e u s ed for the propulsion with five sets 
r tained a s spa r s_ 
Th to tal powe r \. as di stribut ed as shown in Fig. 2. It should be 
nut d that th beam pow r r ecti fi r was co nn ected dire ctly to th t:! thre e -
pha a bus a n d no add i tiona l transformation was requi ,:,ed. Thyristor 
b r id es w r u d to rectify and r ulate the individual outputs. Th e 
r ..: tificati on stag s ~ere followed by appropriat filte r stages. 
T he a u xi li ary powe r fo r th ~h ruste r as transform ed t o a 50- V, 
thr e -ph as , a I vel a nd the n dis tri buted as shown in Fi g . 3. The 50- V 
ac po v r \ as s e lect d to e liminate the n d for any additional transforma-
ti o n fo r th a r c d i scharg powe r, sin the arc p owe r was by fa r the 
lar s t a uxiliary load. Figu r e 3 repres ents th auxilia ry pow r co n e pt 
that was de {' l op d fo r so la r elect ric propulsion (R e fs. 2 a nd 3). 
The mas s of all th omponent parts of one PC, exc luding the r adia ors , 
has b n stimat d to be 10k. Thi s estimate was bas d on data avai lab l 
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f r of)) lh· 'o la r <I ' tr i ' t c li n I g ' p I' Jg l " lt l1 (H ·r. ~. Fi h 111 , ss ur ' 
r rli . o r' \' r i eI, d P ndi . , on l'rl v i r o n l11 nt 1 n ,nrlili II . ill1po rei (T ' 1)1 I ): 
t h r 's \ll~ lC t h P r a r.lc lr i s lud 1)( r r1i , 1 r ma, r h \\,11 in Fi '. 4 , 
. () r u rl h r cI t i l, App neli .' n . 
PO\\ 
.L \\ 0 t h l' J ~ - ph a in " 1'\ l'S, 11 1 t , r a n rI a I a\' , \\ I' e nn' t ,." t o 
h (t1H' T:: . Ul' ig. ) to p r ovid a r ul a t d. lh1' -' -phase, a 
utpul. Th m sl I' / l a pa i r i s r C 1'1' d t s a II p \\' I' in v I't r n l du 1 " 
I' imp l , cin "in rl 1'1 ' . 
Th d tail d c: s ription f lh PO\\ I' 1n rt r modul In ludin~ til 
pj'i n ip l s of r ulatin p for a con tant output vo ltage a I' pre nt e d in 
App nd i A. Th total PO\ I' of the ac distribution bus (Fi g . 1 ) an b 
ob t In d b o nn tin , the outputs of indi vidud power inv rt r s i t h I' in 
parall r in r i A seri onn 'ctlon shill '\;\'as chosen fo r th , E 
(Fig. J ) b a u e it provid 5 a c n v ni e nt m thod for ob t a ining high 
ltag ~ r qu ir d fo r ion thrust <! rs, and it inherent l y satisfi d th 
r ,qui r em nt r 1 ad haring am n - all th TFE . 
D si ' n f th P \I r in y rt r consisted of se l cting th type of th 
t r a n t o r s , ct rmin in t h ~ size of r adia t o rs, and designing th e out put 
r n r 
ti (lh typ of p \ve r t r ansistors was perform d a cording to 
pr <'f App ndi ,' A ; transistor loss e s were calculated by hand an d a re 
h \\n In Fi ' . A- ... , A-3, and A-4; mass of the power trallsistors and the 
d ri v r , n pI t with th mountin hardware, wa s estimated to be 15 0 g . 
Lh radia t rs \\' re de i n d according to procedu r es desc rib d in 
App ndix B. Tabl B- lists th radiator specific mass, in kg/kW lObS, 
for a ll ht nvironmental :ts s (Tabl e 1 ) • 
T h uiput tra n sformer re designed by computer acc o rding t o 
proc clu res d s riL d in Appendix C. 
For th - V TFE ' our e, for instanc , th procedure for ob tainin g 
the cata shoy n in Fi . 7 as as follo s; 
(1) At a p ifi d operating fr quen cy , the transistor and :is 10 5 5 
ar 5 1 te from Fig, A- 2. Maximum cur r ent densit y in 
J L T chni al M mo andum 33-618 
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c opp r and m a ximum magn tic flux d e nsity in irun ar specified. 
With th s in puts , the computer d s ig ns t h e transforme r (see 
A ppe ndL C, Eqs. C-1 t o C-3 ). and fo r e ach e nvironmental 
cas, sizes t h e radiators (Eq . C- 38 ) and determ ines the 
s pec ifi m a - s (54) of th e po~ r in vert r (Eq . C-42) . 
2) Si n c in vert e r p we r l o sses exact a mass penalty from the TFE 
ourc (i . e ., e ach w att of loss adds to the mass o f the source), 
t his m as s penalt m ust be added to the actual specific mass of 
the In v rt r. The p e nalt y !, . . ;:- t"l sed was assumed to be 20 kg/kWe 
fo r the sourc e , and 15 kg /kWe io r t h e 23- and 40-V 
sour s . T he true s pecific mass of the inverter with source 
loss s (S 5 ) i s the n d e termined (Eq . C-43). 
(3) C o p pe r curre nt d e nsit y and mag netic flux density are varied, 
and the com pute r selerts the appropriate transformer core and 
d e si n s t he power inverter. As a result. the lowest 55 des ign is 
:denti fied at he se lec te d o perating frequency. 
(4 ) ext, f r qu e nc is speC'~fied, a nrl tho: design optimization 
r epeated. This is continue d over t he range of fr equencies of 
i nter s t. 
T h e same p r ocedure as used fo r op timizing the desig ns for 23- V (Fig. 8) 
and 4 0 - (F i . 9) TFE s o u r ce s. 
D. R e l iab i lity 
T he real iab ilit y an a l ys is o f the power process i n g hardware is a 
fo r m idabl e ta s k in it s Ow n. The refore, no attempt to de velop the appropriate 
r e l iab i lity mode l o r defi n e t h e t he or tical reliability of the configuration 
was made . Ho e er, a n attempt was made to identify the crit ical design 
probl m are as a nd t o de fin e a power processor capable of surviving any 
S In Ie m odul fa ilure. 
T o pe r m it o pe r a t ion w ith failed modules, a redundancy amounting to 
200/0 o f ex c ess c apacit y w as provided. Initially, when no ,components had 
fai l ed, a ll t h e T FE power sources ope rated at 8 0% of full power; twenty-two 
t hruste rs w re operatin , five t hrusters were shut off. 
J PL Technic al Me morandum 3 3 -61 8 
Th ffect of pO\ r sourc or power load failur e s on the power 
process rs was examineci to ensure that the power proc ssor des i n was 
ompatible. 
In the case of an open- or short-circuit failure of one TFE source, 
the power Om: through the orre pondin o power inverte~ module is zero. 
To prevent energy feedback from the hi h-voltage bus into the associated 
~ower inverter, the output transformer of this m clule must be kept 
saturated. To keep the transformer saturated, all the power transistors 
o the corresponding power inverter must be turned fully on . To compensate 
for the loss of oltage on the high-volta e bus, the output voltage of each 
series-connected power inverter is automatically increased. The increased 
voltage is obtained by means of the electronic control of the master/slave 
combinati on. Should the power inverter fail while the TFE source is 
operable, it is desirable that the TFE source experiences a short-circuited 
load. This prevents excessive temperature increase in the TFE. As in 
the previous case, this can be accomplished by turning on all the power 
transistors of the disabled power inverter. As before, the high-voltage bus 
voltage is maintained constant by increasing the output voltage of each of 
t he operating inverters. 
Another potential failure mode within the inverter module is a failure 
in the output transformer. The most critical failure mode would be an open 
circuit in the transformer secondary winding. The secondary windings of 
all the transformers are series connected to produce the high voltage, so 
an open circuit in any transformer secondary could mean loss of all power. 
To avoid such failure, each transformer secondary is wound with four or 
five wires in parallel. The individual wires from each transformer may, if 
necessary, be connected in series through separate connectors or soldering 
points. Failure of one wire will not disrupt the module's operation and will 
not cause overheating because the remaining three or four wires are sized 
for carrying a 20 to 25% higher current. 
The thrust subsystem configuration selected for NEP b.as thrusters 
and power conditioners permanently coupled (Fig. 2). A failure of either 
the power conditioner or the thruster s disables the entire set. In the case 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-618 7 
o f th fai lur e of a th ru s t r o r po w r 
aut matically turn d off and a spar 
onditioner, th e Po\ 
s e t started . 
r to that s t is 
Ra ndom arcin ) t ween the g rids of the thruster necessitate s the 
interruption of the beam po\ er. Beam po\ "er interruption and clearing the 
d arc is performed by the powe r conditioner e lectronics that turn off the 
th y ristor brid e r ectifi e r (Fig. 2). The self-commutation of the thyristor 
hrid is pos sible because of the ac c haracteristics of the high-voltage bus. 
All auxiliar thruster pm: r is derived from a 50-V ac bus (Fig . 3) . 
F r r aliabilit reasons, t\ 0 ste p-do\'.'~ ransforme rs connected in parallel 
have b e n used; ach i s ca pable of carrying the full load. Fuses will auto-
mati a ll d i sconnect a fail d transf rm e r. 
ill. PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS 
A . Opti m um Fre quenc y 
The spe cific mass optimization study, described above, has estab-
lis hed de si g ns at w hich the S5 specific mass became minImum. The S5 
s fr e qu e nc y plots are shown in Fig s. 7 to 9. Based on these curves, 2 kHz 
was selected fo r the 8- V system and 7 kHz for the 23- V and 40- V systems. 
The three selected desi gns were then parametrically studied. The following 
presents the r e sults of this analysis. 
B . Electrical Efficie ncies 
Th e electrical efficiencies of the power processor for the three source 
voltag e level s investigated ar e shown in Table 5. The efficiency represents 
the best power subsystem design. Lower efficiencies penalized the mass of 
TFE- sources and radiators, hig he r effi ::: iencies impact ed unfa vorably on 
the mass of the powe r inverters. 
C. Parameter Sensitivities 
1. Inverter Mass. The mass of all the inverters plus the mass 
of the lectrical powe:- distribution cables for different source voltages and 
e nvi ronmental conditions (cases 1 througo 8 of Table 1) are shown in Fig. 10. 
It is evi de nt that the 8- V system is the heaviest, the 40- V system lightest; 
in case B the difference amounts to 275 kg . At each level of input voltage, 
8 JPL Technical Memorandum 33 -618 
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the band,,\ idth b t n cases and amount to approximately 200 k), 
between cases 1 and 4 to 100 k . 
2. PO\ er Prccessor Mass. For the t ype of TFE source us d, the 
specific mass of the power processor (Fig. II) varies betwe e n 5.3 .:lnd 10.5 
k /kW for the 8- V system, 3. and .3 k /k W for the 23 - V system, and 
3.5 and 8.5 kg/kW for the 40- V system. 
The meteoroid shielding (cases S to 8 of Table I) contributes greatly 
to the mass penalty. For example, the 23- V system \ ith no meteoroid 
protection exhibits a specific mass variation for different radiator/sink 
temperature combinations of 3. 5 to 5.2 kg/kW. With meteoroid protection, 
the 23- V system specific mass varies from 5.5 to .3 kg/kW. This is a 
1.7 to 3.8 k /kW specific mass penalty for meteoroid armor. 
Comparison of cases 1 to 3 with 2 to 4 (no meteoroid protection) show s 
the mass penalty incu r red by reducing the radiator temperature from 
100 °C to SO °C. It can be seen that for the 23 - V case the specific mas s 
increases from 3. kg/kW to 4. S kg /kW (lSO-K effective sink tempe r ature 
in d ep space), or from 4 kg/kW to 5.2 k /kW (250-K effective sink tem-
perature in near-earth space). Similarly, for cases 5 and 7, and 6 and 8 
(·.,\Ii th meteoroid protection), the specific mass changes from 5.2 kg/kW 
to 7.3 kg/kW (lS0-K sink temperature), or from 6 to 9.3 kg/kW (2S0-K 
sink temperature). 
The effects of the space sink temperature can be dete rmined by com-
paring cas e s I to 2, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and 7 to 8. As expected, the mas s is 
much more sensitive to space sink temperature at lower radiator surface 
i:empe ratu re. 
3. TFE-Source Voltage. The mass of the power processor, as 
shown in Fig. 11, is ve ry dependent on the source voltage. In cases 1 to 4 
of Table 1, where no meteoroid protection is required, the penalty inc reases 
r apidly as the TFE- source voltage is reduced below the 23- V level. In 
cases where meteoroid shielding is provided, the penalty increases with 
low voltages are less pronounced, however the power prc.;essor mass is 
still ve ry dependent on the input voltage level. 
4. Power Transistors. The optimum efficiency and minimum 
mass of the power processor is significantly affected by the characte risties 
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of the power transistor s used in the power inverter. The assumed power 
transistor saturated forward voltages (ECE sat)and switching times (T SW) 
are listed in Table 6. The related details can be found in Appendix A. 
The way in '\ hich the transistor characteristics affect the power 
process or mass (G9)' when operating from an 8- V source, is shown in 
Fig. 12. Figure 13 shows how the efficiency and the source mass penalty 
(56) vary with the transistor characteristics for the 8- V source configuration. 
It can be seen that the transistor characteristics greatly affect the mass and 
efficiency of the power processor. Also the optimum operating frequency 
is influenced by transistor characteristics. For each type of transistor, a 
different optimal carrier frequency was obtained (Fig. 12). As the specific 
mass of the processor increases from case 1 to case 8 of Table I, the 
impact of the transistor characteristics becomes more pronounced 
(Fig . 12). 
5. Magnetic Materials. Choice of the magnetic material for power 
transformers affects efficiency and mass. It was found that out of the 
exi sting materials, the Permalloy appears best suited for the job. Details 
related to the choice of magnetic materials are given in Appendix A. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND REC OMMENDA TIONS 
A. Conclusions 
A power processor configuration that satisfies the general require-
ments of the NEP spacec raft was identified and the impact of the en"iron-
mental conditions evaluated. It appears that the proposed configuration can 
satisfy the stipulated requirements. 
B. Recommendations 
The following recommendations concerning the NEP system were 
identified as a result of this study: 
(1) The preferred TFE-source voltages are 23 V or higher. 
(2) Transistor forward voltage drop and switching time have a 
strong effect on power processor mas;;, thus low forward volt-
age, high-speed transistors should be used. 
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(3) Althou h not pres e ntly available, magn e tic materials that e xhibit 
low los ses at hi g h frequencies, that have a hi g h Curie point, 
and that can operate at 15- to 20-kG flux level are desirable. 
Such characteristics could contribute significantly to additional 
reduction of the power processor mass. 
(4) Electrical component packaging on the radiator should be further 
studied to reduc e the area that is sensitive to meteoroid 
penetration and thus greatly reduce the meteoroid shielding 
mass requirement. 
(5) An experimental model of the proposed power inverter should be 
built and tested to ve rify the efficiencies, masses, and all the 
automatic operational aspects. 
Case 
No. 
2 
3 
4 
i-' -~ 
6 
7 
Table 1. Environmental conditions 
Radiator 
temperature, 
DC 
100 
100 
50 
50 
100 
100 
50 
Effective space 
temperature, 
K 
150 
250 
150 
250 
150 
250 
ISO 
Meteroid 
protection? 
No 
Yes 
1 
8 50 250 J 
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Tab Ie 2. TFE un i t sources, characte ristics 
Output 
Voltagf', V Powe r, kW 
8 10 
23 6 
40 10 
Nurnber of 
- TFEs in series 
(at 4V each) 
2 
6 
10 
No. of parallel 
strings 
(at IA each) 
5 
1 
l 
-- .. - ___ -.-1 
Table 3. Number (N) of TFE-source/inverter modules 
TFE unit 
L Voltage , V 
-
Power, kW 
------ - - - - - ----4-- -------------l 
8 4 42 
23 6 28 
40 10 17 
r------______ _ ___ .. 
a 
Includes 20% redundancy. 
-- - -------- -----
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Item 
I No. 
I 
i 
I 
1 
2 
3 
I 
I 
I 
I 4 
I 
I 5 
6 
7 
! 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Table 4. NEP power conditioner, powe r, e fficiency, and lo s ses 
(for specific impulse of 4000 s) 
Output Estimated Losses, Power supply Type (rated), efficiency, W W 0/0 
Main vaporizer ac 25 82 2 
Cathode vaporizer ac 25 82 2-
Cathode heater ac 50 80 10 
Main isolator heater ae 20 80 4 
Neutralizer heater ac 35 82 2.8 
Neut::-alizer vaporizer ac 20 82 1. 6 
Neutralizer keeper dc 25 80 5 
Cathode keeper dc 50 82 4 
Discharge dc 900 94 54 
Accelerator de 50 80 10 
Beam (screen) de 4000 97 120 
Logic and harnes s 
- -
60 
Total 5200 95 275.4 
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Tabl e 5. Efficie nc i e s for diffe r ent s ources 
Effici ency 
Source In ve rte rs and Power 
voltag e, V d i stribution, proce ssor, 
0/0 0/0 
8 
I 
94. 13 89.42 
23 94.48 89.75 
40 95 . 34 90.57 
Table 6 . Assumed power transistor characteristics a 
Type E CE sat' V T sw' .... s 
A O. 1 5.0 , 
B 0.4 0.75 
C 0.7 0.75 
a R e f • Figs. A-2, A-3, and A-4. 
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APPENDIX A 
POWER CONVERSION 
A. In ve rte r C onfigu ration 
The dc-to-ac power conversion is accompli shed by a tandem-type 
inverter (Fig. 5). Two three-phase inverters, a master and a slave, drive 
two separate three-phase transformers. The two transformer outputs are 
interconnected in a star- zig - zag configuration to produce a three- phase, 
ac output voltage (Fig. A-I). If the individual phases of the slave unit are 
delayed by 30 electrical degree s with respect to the corresponding phases 
of the master unit, all harmonics below the lith are eliminated. The result-
ing ac output voltage is nearly sinusoidal, which improves the electro-
magnetic compatibility and r educes the electrical losses. The amplitude of 
the output voltage is controlled by puls~-width modulation, details of which 
can be found in Section C below. 
B. Critical Components 
1. Transistors. For the purpose of this study, two types of power 
transistors were considp.red (Table 6). Both of them are, at the time of 
writing, " specials". Type A has been developed for JPL by Westinghouse 
(Ref. 4) ; Type B represents the state-of-the-art transistor of today. 
For comparison, another type, Type C, which represents today' s 
commercially available transistor, was considered. Type C wa s, however, 
used only to generate the data on Figs. 12 and 13 to show how much t he choice 
of the transistor can affect the overall design. The parameter~ of interest to 
the study are listed in Table 6. For the purpose of this study, the mass of 
a power t ransistor and the driving transistor, complete with the mounting 
hardware, was assumed to be 150 g. The number (M) of transistors per 
inverter module is 24 for the 8-V configuration ancl 12 for the 23-V and 
40- V systems. The following equations (Ref. 5) were used to evaluate the 
transistor los ses: 
Saturation losses: M P sat = T X IC X ECE sat 
Switching 'tosses: 4M -3 P SW = -9- X V X IC X T SW X F 1 ~ 10 
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The d efinition of the symbols used can b e found at the end of this 
report. 
The graphical plot of the sum of saturation and switching transistor 
losses vs frequency is shown in Figs. A-2 .• A-3, and A-4. The choice of the 
typ e of devie e used depends upon the operating frequency; the transistor that 
offers minimun'1 loss is chosen. 
2. Output Transformers. Two three-phase transformers are used 
in the inverter's output. Cores are of standard three phase "E" type, per 
Ref. b. These cores are available in a wide range of core sizes. Thc use 
of "E" cores permits the building of very compact three-phase transformers, 
which are smaller and lighter than similar units, using three, single-phase 
cores Fig. A-5. 
Various types of magnet !'lteel were considered. The Supermendur, 
with grain-oriented 500/0 iron, 50% cobalt material, and 20 kG flux density, 
was found excellent below 1 kHz. The Orthonol did not quality. Ferrites 
were not considered because of the nonavailability of cores in the large 
sizes. The 2-mil Permalloy (800/0 Ni, 20% Fe) was chosen because it is 
best suited for the frequency range investigated. The core loss curves 
for the 2-mil Permalloy are shown in Fig. A-b. Flux density was chosen 
as 6.5 ± 1 kG. Each coil consists of two windings: a center-tapped primary 
winding, and single or double secondary winding. 
Coils would be wound using standard copper wire sizes with Class H, 
high-temperature insulation. An electrostatic shield would be inserted 
between the two windings to eliminate the high-frequency coupling. To 
take car e of the detrimental skin effect, the individual coils would use 
multiple parall el wires. The penetration depth (p) of the current with good 
approximation can be derived from: 
Results are presented in TabJe A-I. Based on the results, we find 
that, for an operating frequency of 5 kHz, the largest acceptable wire size 
is 13 AWG. Use of the wire she 12 AWG would add to the mass without 
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30 
r e ducing th c urr e nt d e nsity. The single wir e size s r equired are , ge ne rally 
s pe aking, in the vicinity of a numbe r 8 A WG. Bec. .... us e of redundancy and 
reliability requi r e m e nts, multiple wires are use d for the individual coils. 
The equivalent active cross s e ctic !": cf t he e -AWG wire can be obtained by 
using two 11- A WG, four 14-A WG, or eight 17 -A WG wires in parallel. 
The current density was limited to 2500 A/in~. Densities above that 
valu e were not considere d. A 20% safety margin was added to calculated 
transformer losses for unaccounted losses. Losses in the inverter harr-ess 
and connectors were estimated at 1%. 
The calculated mass of iron was increased by 20% to account for the 
mounting hardware and support structure. 
C. Controls 
The a verage and rms value of the square wave of a constant amplitude 
(Fig. A-7) can be varied by reducing the half-cycle conduction time from 
T /2 (Case 1, Table I) to (T /2 - d) on both the master and the slave. The 
30 - deg offset between the master and slave remains unaffected by the value 
of d. The same appli e s to the relative average/rms value of the master 
and slave. 
To keep the output voltage constant, the angle d must be c ontrolled by 
an e r ror voltage feedback. The feedback mechanisln reduces the non-
conducting time when the input voltage drops and increases the nonconduct; ng 
time when the input voltage increases. 
The weight of the control logic module and auxiliaries was estimated 
as 700 g per inverter module. 
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Tabl e A-I. Skin effec t penetration d epth (p) and A WG-wir e 
size for diffe r nt frequencies 
F 1, kHz AWG p, mils 
I 6 82 
5 13 37 
10 17 26 
15 18 22 
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APPENDIX B 
RADIATORS 
The radiators were design 'd to r eje ct the h e at ge nerated In the 
semiconductors, magnetics, harnesses, and cables . The radiator 
was required to support the power processor components. survive the 
launch, and protect the components from any meteoroid impacts. The 
radiator panels were designed with all components of the power proces sor 
mounted on one side of the panel. The radiator consisted of an aluminum 
alloy structure, subdivided by I-beams with module flat-plate radiators 
inserted into each opening. 
For the analysis, each panel was assumed to be 0.5 m wide by 2 m 
long. The structure was assumed to consist of 5 I-beams that divide the 
2-m length into 6 equal modules, with a light aluminum frame around the 
periphery. Other smaller beams would be required to further divide the 
panel into electrical modules, but these beams were not included in the 
analysis. 
To keep the electronic module flexing amplitudes within acceptable 
limits during launch vibration, the panel's first mode natural frequency was 
maintained below 200 Hz. Based on the curves in Ref. 7, the O. 5-m I-beams 
were sized for a cross-sectional stiffness (El) of 6 kN_m l . The mass of such 
beams was about 0.6 kg/m. The peripheral frame was assumed to have a 
mass of 0.3 k g /m. ThE: individual panels were mounted on the cylindrical 
surface of the spacecraft. For simplicity, it was assumed that the entire 
cylindrical surface was isothermal, and this led to an effective sink tempera-
ture estimated at- 150 K (or 250 K for geocentric missions). 
The radiator's thicknes s and, consequently, mass varies with the 
level of the meteoroid protection reqtoired. Two extreme cases were con-
sidered, one where there was no meteroid protection, and the other where 
protection was provided. 
The armor thickness was based on the Mariner - Jupiter-Saturn (MJS) 
asteroidal meteoroid flux model. Recent preliminary data from the flight 
of Pioneer 10 (Ref. 8) indicate that the MJS model may be ultraconservative. 
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F o r the analysis it was assum e d that particles of mass less than 0.003 
(0. ll-crTI diam) must be stopped. This corresponds to a 0. 9 9 probability 
of n penetrations per square met er of radiator surface. Consistent with 
single-sheet penetration theories, the aluminum shear plate thickness was 
assumed to be five times the diameter of the largest meteoroid to be stopped, 
or, in that case, 6 mm. In the first case, the radiator mass wa!: estimated 
to be 6.5 kg/m2 ; in the second case, 20 kg/m 2 . 
The radiator area requi rements were dictated by the tempe rature 
differences between the temperatures of the radiator and the sink (i. e. , 
equivalent space sink temperature). This study considered two temperatt~res, 
50 and 100°C, for the radiators. Similarly, two effective sink temperatures 
(TO), 150 and 250 K, were used. 
The effective sink temperatures caused by the solar irradiation at 90 ° 
incidence to the cylinder axis wer~ derived from the equation: 
where 
solar irradiance at 1 AU, 1353 Wm -2 sl = s 1 = 
a = solar absorbtion of radiator coating 
E = emittance of radiator coating, alE = 1 
[) = heliocentric distance, AU 
IT = Stefan-Boltzman constant, as below. 
T he TO values represent the highest attainable value because the solar 
c nc rgy irradiation was as sumed normal t o the surface of the radiators. 
The specific area, in m 2 /kW, was determined from the Stefan-
:boltzrnan radiation heat trar!sfe r equation: 
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where 
q = powe r dissipation, W 
A 2 = area, m 
T = radiator temperature, K 
TO = effecti Ie sink tempe rature, K 
-8 
--- -2 K-4 
CT = 5.6697xl0, vv m 
= emittance 0 . 85 
The product of the specific structural mass in kg/m2 and the specific 
area in m 2/kW defined the radiator specific mass (S7) in kg per kW of power 
proc e ssor electrical losses. Table B-1 lists the radiator specific mass for 
the eight cases considered . These values were used to determine the 
radi ator required to cool the power inverters, power distribution cables, 
and power conditioners. 
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Table B - l. Radiator sp cific mas s 
-
No meteoroid protection 
Case No. ,- Specific mas s, kg /kW loss 
1 6.5 
2 8.38 
3 12.47 
4 18.48 
Meteoroid protection 
Case No. a Specific mass, kg/kW loss 
5 20. a 
6 25. 4: 
7 37.8 
8 56.1 
, 
a For definition of all eight cases, see Table 1. 
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A. Introduction 
APPENDIX C 
INVER TER DESIG N 
The design of the individual three-phase inverter module was 
programmed into the computer. It was assumed that the master and slave 
inverters were identical (Fig. 5). 
B. Design Procedure 
1. Preliminaries. All the symbols used here are listed at the end 
of this repo l- t. 
The des ; gn starts by specifying the following parameters: Fl, V, B, 
J, P7, and P6. The product 
Nl * Al = Z (C-l) 
will be found useful and, therefore, shall be specified in terms of a known 
parameter. From Fig. A-5: 
Al = K ':: D ,~ 2 ,~ E (C-2) 
From the fundamental equation: 
V = 4 * Fl ':: Nl ':: Al * B * 10- 8 
After converting the international units to the practical units used, from the 
above: 
3.9 * V 
Z = FI * B 
The primary current rms first harmonic is: 
.d = Idl /"3 = O. 578 ;~ P7 IV 
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The total window cross section is (Fig. A-5): 
(C- 5) 
l.. Copper Condudor Size vs Size of Window and Number of Turns. 
In the three-phase configuration, three identical coils are employed. Only 
a 1/4- W area can be used for each coil (Fig. A-5). Because of practical 
considerations, 320/0 of that area was made available for the copper. That 
means 
QC = 0.25 ::' W ;'< 0.32 = 0.08 ::: W (C-6) 
Each coil consists of the primary and the secondary. Both, combined, occupy 
It can be proven, then, that 
(C- 8) 
Therefore, 
(C -9) 
where 
QCI = Nl :l: A2 (C-IO) 
Comlining Eqs. (C-6), (C-9), and (C-lO), 
3.41 ;~ 0CI = 0.08 i.' W 
or 
3.41 ,:e Nl * A2 = 0.08 * W 
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and 
NI ::: A2 
W = 0:-0235 (C-II) 
3. Selection of the Candidate Core Size. Reference 5 defines the 
" relative power handling capacity" of the ATH core as 
W QI = 75 ::: 2 ~: AI 
Combining Eq. (C-12) with Eqs. (C-II) and (C-I), 
because 
therefore: 
Q 1 = I 598 ::: Z ... A 2 
11 
A2 = T 
QI = 1598 :~ Z ';: .!.!. 
.J 
(C-12) 
(C-l3) 
(C-14) 
(C-15) 
The candidate cores are listed in Table C-l. From this table, the computer 
selects a core Q2 that is slightly larger than QI size. This is the core 
used for the first design. 
4. First Run for Q2-Size Core. With the core parameters fixed, 
the question arises whether all the constraints can be satisfied. Let us find 
out if Eq. (C-ll) can be satisfied. 
a. Number of 1/2 primary turns, NI. From Eq. (C-I), 
)L Technical Memorandum 33-618 
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NI = AT (C - 16) 
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As it is most like ly that 1 contains a fraction, th comput r rounds up th 
calculat d nllmb r of turns to the int g r portion, so that th r e is a littl e 
mor windin space, and the flux d nsity goes up slightly. 
b. Wire cro ss section, A2. Th· maximum permissible 
cur r nt d nsity in the conductor was specified unde r Subs ction B ·· 1 of this 
app ndix. This means that A2 must be 
A2 ~ IJ (C - 1 7) 
Scanning Table C-2 from the top to the bc t iom, a stancla.rd AWG size 
of wire is selected that is a shade smaller than the calculated A2 size. 
" Scanningl l in this computer program means inserting the proper values of 
Q into Table C-2. 
A re :heck of the current density is performed. Using the A{Q, 2} 
cross section, the actual current density in the conductor must be less than 
the permissible maximum density J, thus: 
in order to continue. 
Il 
A{Q,2} < J (C - IS) 
In the case where the Eq. (C-IS) inequality has not been satisfied, the 
next larger Q2 core size is selected and all the above calculations are 
r epeated. This iteration continues until the inequality of Eq. {C-IS} is 
satisfied. The actual current density is then printed out and the design 
continues. 
5 . Iron Losses. The flux density is determined. From Eq. {C-3}: 
3.9 ':' V 
B = Fl ':' Z {C-19} 
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For th a bov value of 13, the SpEC' ifie iron los SI 
Fig . A- • 
Iro n loss per phase : 
PI SI .. - G 1 = _,0 '3 
wh e r G 1 IS extracted from Tabl e C-I. 
d finrd fro 1 
(C-l O) 
6. Coppe r Losses. Total copper loss e s per phase are 
(C - 21 ) 
In the case of a 1: 1 transformation, 
12 = .J2 11 (C - 22. 
and for the same current density for both, the primary and the seconda i"y 
winding resi stanc e s are 
R2 = Rl f2 
Consequently, combining Eqs. (C-21), (C-l2), ann (C-23 ), 
2 P7. = 3.4111 Rl 
(C - 23 ) 
Th e above los s i::; increased by 300;0 to take care of such unspecified los ses 
as eddy current losses, shield losses, anc' ... ~older junction los ses; thus, 
P2 = 4.5 ~' Il2 ~, Rl (C-24) 
where 
R 1 =~. N 1 ,~ S2 ':' ~~ * 10- 3 (C-2S) 
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and (Fi • C-l ) 
L2 -= 2 ::: (2E D F) (C- 26) 
7. Total Transformer Loss. The inverter uses two three-phase 
transformers; thus, the total loss in iron and copper will be six time~ th .. 
value calculated abov . :, lou/o safety margin is added to take care of 
unspecified losses such as air gap losses, and joint loss~<;; thus, 
P3 -= 1. 2 ::: t, -,- (P 1 + P2) (C-27) 
8 . Transistor Losses. Transistor losses were computed by a 
sep::uate calculation as shown in Ap1endix B and Figs. A-2, A-3, and A-4. 
The value of P6 is inputted into the computer as men ioned in Subsection B-1 
of tllis Appendix. 
9 . Inverter Losses. 
P4 -= P3 + P6 
10. Inverter Efficiency. 
P4 
EI -= 1 - (6 * P7) 
(C-Z8) 
C-29) 
Add;n losses in, for instance, the harness and connectors, the overall 
efficiency of the inverter is 
E2 .: 0.99 ::: El (C-30) 
Losses in the distribution bus are assumed to be 1.5"/0, thus: 
E3 = 0.985 t.' E2 (C-31) 
II. Core Mass, 6 Phase. G I i s extracted from Table C-l of core 
data. Two cores, in kg, will have a mass: 
2GI 
T.T (C-32) 
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12. Copper Mas s, 6 Phase. Mass of a single coil is determined by 
establishing th e I p.ngth of the wir of one coil, multiplying that length with 
the specific mass of the sele cted wire size. Six coils are used. Mass of 
th primary winding is 
2 :;: Nl ::: L2 >!: S3 (C - 33) 
Mas s of the secondary winding is 
N2 ;: L2 :!: [2 ::: S3 (C-34) 
For six coils the total mass is defined as: 
G2 = 0.775 * 10- 3 ::: NI ::: L2 * S3 (C-35) 
13. Transformer Mass. An increase in the mass of iron by 200/0 is 
intended to cover the mass of the mounting hardware, epoxy (if needed).. 
and others, thus: 
G3 = 2 ::-~.li 2 * G 1 + G2 = 1. 1 * C 1 + G2 (C-36) 
14. Inverter Mass. 
a. Without the radiator. The inverter mass consists of G3 
plus the mass of transistors and mass of the mounting hardware. The 
estimated mas s of one transistor com?lete with the mounting hardware is 
0.150 kg. The 8- V system uses M = 24 transistors, and the higher voltage 
system uses M = 12 transistors per inverter. Mass of the logic circuits is 
estimated to be O. 7 kg; so, 
G4 = G3 + 0.15 M + 0.7 (C - 37) 
b. Mass of radiators. The specific mass of the inverter 
radiator, S7, varies for each case of environmental conditions. The values 
of S7 are listen in Table B-1. The mass of that radiator will be: 
87 ::: 6 * 10- 3 * P7 * (1 - E2) (C-38) 
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c. The inve rter mas s with radiator. This mas s is defined 
from: 
G5 = G4 + [S7 ::: 0.006 ::' P7 ::: (1 - E2)] (C-39) 
The total mass of all inverters is: 
G6 = N :;: G5 (C-40) 
d. Mass of the power distribution, G7. The net mass of 
component parts, i. e., cables and isolation transformers, is estimated as 
36. Z. kg. Losses are estimated to be 600 W. The total mass with radiators 
is shown in Table C-3. 
e. Mass of the power conditioners, G8. The net mass of 
components of a single power conditioner was estimated to be 10 kg. Losses 
per power conditioner, from Table 4, are 275.4 W. Using the specific mass 
of radiators as listed in Table B-1, the radiator and total power conditioner 
mass can be determined. Table C-4 lists the mass of all 27 power condi-
tioners including the radiators. 
f. Mass of the power processor, G9. The total mass of the 
power processor is derived as: 
G9 = Go + G7 + G8 (C-41) 
This is the mass plotted in Fig. II. 
15. Specific Mass. 
a. Specific mass of the inverter and radiator. 
S4 = 103 ;~ G5/P5 (C -42) 
b. Specific mass inverter and radiator includi.ng the mass 
penalty in source. 
S5 = S4 + P(l/E2 - 1) (C- 4 3 ) 
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It should be noted that P, the specific mass of the power source, has been 
defined for the 8- V system as 20 kg/kW, and for the 23- and 40- V systems 
as 15 kg/kW. 
c. Specific mass penalty in source. 
S6 = S5 - S4 
d. Specific mass of the complete power processor including 
radiators. 
S8 = S4 + Sdistr + SpC 
S8 is graphically shown in Fig. 11. 
C. Printouts 
Three categories of data are supplied by the program: 
(1) General data. 
(2) Design data, inverter. 
(3 ) Parametric data. 
--
1. General Data. Printed are: input voltage, number of TFE 
sources, number of operating power conditioners, maximum power from 
TFEs, input power to 19 power conditioners, input power to 19 thrusters, 
and hotel loads. 
2. Design Data, Inverter. The printout includes: frequency; core 
size (type); flux density; current density; wire size ; number of primary 
turns; losses of copper, iron, transistor, miscellaneous, and total losses; 
electrical efficiency of the inverter; electrical efficiency of the inverter 
plus distribution. 
3. Parametric Data. For each environmental case (1 through 8 
of Table 1), data are printed of: inverter mass, single module and total; 
power processor total mass; the specific mass of the inverter; specific 
mass on penalty source; specific mass of inverter and source penalty; 
and, finally, the specific mass of the whole power proces so re 
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D. Program 
The program was written in XBASIC language. The program under-
went a number of modifications, refinements, and improvements , It is 
preserved in the writer's file. 
Table C-l. ATH core sizes and design parameters a 
D E F G K Gl 02 ATH 
0.375 0.1875 0.5 1. 125 0.85 0.25 6 43 
0.75 O. 125 0.4375 1 0.85 0.32 6.2 53 
0. 5 0.1875 0.625 1. 625 0.85 0.44 14 25 
0.625 O. 1875 0.75 1. 1875 0.85 0.59 15.6 55 
0.75 0.25 0.5 1. 125 0.85 0.75 15 . 8 83 
0.75 0.25 0.625 1. 5625 0.85 0.99 27 56 
0.5 0. 25 0.75 2 0.85 0.72 28 89 
1 0.2~ 0.5 1.5625 0.85 1. 15 29 78 
0.75 0.25 0.6875 1.625 0.85 0.96 31 87 
0.875 0.25 0.6875 1.625 0.85 1.06 37 66 
1 0.25 0. 6875 1. 625 0.85 1.28 42 65 
0.75 0.375 0.8125 1. 25 0.85 1. 53 43 31 
1 0.25 0.75 2 0.85 1.45 56 90 
1 0.375 0.6875 1.625 0.85 2. 14 63 80 
1. 25 0.3125 0.625 1.9375 0.85 Z. 15 71 30 
1.25 0.3125 0.6875 2.0625 0.85 2.26 83 58 
1. 25 0.3125 0.875 1.8125 0.85 2.36 93 61 
1 0.375 1 1. 75 0.85 2.47 99 95 
1 0.375 1 2.375 0.85 2.8 133 85 
1. 25 0.4375 0.9375 1. 875 0.85 3.78 144 70 
1 0.375 1.25 2.5 0.85 3.05 176 35 
1 0.375 1.25 2.5 0.85 3.8 220 4 
1 0.5 1 3 0.85 4.51 225 92 
a See Ref. 5 and Fig. A-5. 
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Table C-2. Wire data 
A(Q, 1) A(Q,2) A(Q, 3) A(Q,4) 
Q Wire" size, C ros s section, lba AWG in. 2 Resistance, n
a Mass, 
--
I 3 0.04133 0.1971 159.3 
2 4 0.03278 0.2485 126 .3 
3 5 0.02599 0.3134 100.2 
4 6 0.02061 0.3952 79.44 
5 7 0.01635 0.4981 63.03 
6 8 0.01297 0.6281 49.98 
7 9 0.01028 0.7925 39.62 
8 10 0.00816 0.9988 31.43 
9 11 0.00646 1. 26 2.4.9 
a For 1000-ft length. 
, 
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Fig. C-l. Three-phase E-core cross 
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SYMBOLS 
A computer addr e ss for Table C-2 
ATH core type, per Ref. 5 
AWG American wire gauge 
Al t o • 2 core cross sec lon, In. 
A2 copper wire cross section, in. 2 
B flux density, nominal, kG 
D core dimension (Fig. A-5 and Table C-l), in. 
d delay angle, deg 
E core dimension (Fig. - A-5 and Table C-l), in. 
ECE sat saturation voltage, collector-emitter, V 
EI efficiency inverter without harness losses, per unit 
E2 efficiency inverter with harness losses, per unit 
E3 efficiency inverter with distribution, per unit 
F core dimension (Fig. A-S and Table C-I), in. 
FI frequency, inverter, kHz 
G core dimension (Fig. A -5 and Table C - I), in. 
Gl mass, core, 3-phase (Table C-l or Ref. 5), Ib , 
G2 mass, copper, 6 coils, kg 
G3 mass, master and slave transformers, kg 
G4 mass, inverter without radiator, kg 
G5 mass, inverter with radiator, kg 
G6 mass, all inverters, kg 
G7 mass, power distribution, complete, kg 
G8 mass, all power condhioners with the associated radiators, kg 
G9 mass, power processor, complete, kg 
Id dc current, input, A 
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12 
J 
K 
L2 
M 
N 
N1 
N2 
P 
p 
p 
sat 
P SW 
PI 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
Q 
SYMBOLS (contd) 
collector current, max, A 
primary current, A 
secondary current, A 
current density, A/in. 2 
stacking factor, K = 0.85 for 2-mil steel 
mean length of a turn (Fig. C-l), in. 
number of transistors per tandem inverter module, 
6-phase inverter 
number of inverters used, total 
turns, 1 /2-primary winding 
turns, secondary winding 
specific ma!':s, "ource, kg/kW 
penetration depth (Table A-I), mil 
saturation losses, W 
switching losses, W 
iron loss transformer, I-phase, W 
copper loss transformer, I-phase, W 
total loss transformers, master and slave, W 
Inverter loss, 6-phase, W 
output power maxi.mum, inverter, 6-phase, W 
transistor losses, 6-phase inverter, W 
input power, per phase, inverter, W 
line index for Table C-2 
copper cross section of one coil, in. 2 
copper cross section, primary winding, 2 in. 
t ' d' d' , 2 copper cross sec lon, secon ary Wln lng, In. 
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01 
02 
RI 
R . 
5 di tr 
5 PC 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
T 
W 
z 
5YMBOLS (contd) 
requir e d minimum size co re, in.4 
o re size available, from Table C-l, 4 in. 
resistance N 1 turns of wire, primary winding, n 
r esistance N2 turns of wir e , secondary winding, n 
specific mass, distribution, kg/kW 
specific mass, power conditioner, kg/kW 
specific iron loss, from Fig. A-6, W lIb 
specific resistivity, copper, from column 3, Tabl e C-2, m let 
specific mass, copper, from column 4, Table C-2, mtb/ft 
specific mass, inverter and radiator, kg/kW 
specific mass, inverter plus radiator and source penalty, 
kg/kW 
specific mass, penalty on source, kg/kW 
specific mass, radiator, kg/kW 
specific mass, power processor, kg/kW 
period of the square wave 
switching time transistor, f.I. s 
input dc voltage, V 
window, total, in. 2 
design parameter, turns X in. 2 
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